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The World of Tennenberg 
is a wasteland, an expanse of mustard yellow sand is a wasteland, an expanse of mustard yellow sand 
and blackened rock.  Most of its surface sits in 
enormous depressions that may have once been seas 
with scattered plateau islands jutting kilometers above 
the surrounding desert, obsidian pillars silhouetted 
against a hazy red sky.  Five continents make up 
roughly a sixth of the worlds surface, they rise from 
the depressions in as dramatic a fashion as the islands, the depressions in as dramatic a fashion as the islands, 
creating ragged near vertical cliff faces as much as 
five kilometers high and hundreds long.  The only 
features breaking this endless expanse of sand and 
stone are two small polar ice caps, and the jumble of 
bloated psuedo-hives that mottle its surface.  A 
forimidable imperial presence and a population now 
numbering in the billions has steadily accretted over numbering in the billions has steadily accretted over 
the 800 years since the world's settlement in order to 
exploit its seemingly inexaustable mineral wealth.  
The world is ruled from Hive Koenrich by a Lord 
Governer appointed for life by a council of the leaders 
of the Seven Major Houses.  Bern, Theot, Hilde, 
Kreva, Valkena, Astreid, and Solut each administrate 
from their eponymous hives, and are each specialized from their eponymous hives, and are each specialized 
in their own particular sphere of the world's industry.  

Of The Houses
the first five are recognized as the Noble Houses, 
established by the fuedelistic distribution of power 
and land by the first Lord Governer, Viktor 
Tennenberg, to each of his children, their lordship 
remains a hereditary position with each ruling family 
tracing its lineage back to Viktor.  Astreid and Solut 
both established themselves following the Succession 
Wars, a series of brutal civil wars following the death Wars, a series of brutal civil wars following the death 
of the ninth Lord Governer, Alastatia II of Theot some 
500 years ago.  Astreid prior to the wars had been a 
conglamerate of free merchants operating within the 
hives of the other noble houses.  With the wars 
devastating the Noble Houses' militarily and 
economically, Astreid Harhonzallen organized a 
pooling of the guild's resources and raised an army of pooling of the guild's resources and raised an army of 
mercenaries and defectors.  She was able to sieze 
control of Hive Pelophon (renamed Astreid), 
previously held by House Hilde, and established a 
parliment composed of prominent guild members, the 
hive's gentry, and wealthy industrialists. The 
parliment remains the ruling body of House Astreid, 
that though named in Harhonzallen's honothat though named in Harhonzallen's honor, did not 

see the establishment of her lineage as hereditary rulers.  
Mikhail Solut saw a similar path to power, a Baron of 
House Valkena he had been granted his title and a 
fiefdom for his excellent record of service in Valkena's 
military forces prior to the wars.  Frustrated however 
that he had no direct lineage to the ruling family and 
thus no claim to higher office he took advantage of the 
power vacuum left in the wake of the conflict.  He power vacuum left in the wake of the conflict.  He 
raised a people’s army with the promise of better 
working conditions and more personal freedoms and 
siezed control of  mining colonies, military bases, and 
the protohive that would become his capital.  Most of 
the worlds minor houses and a handful of other 
significant political bodies saw their genesis during or 
immediately after the war as well, most notably the immediately after the war as well, most notably the 
House Militant. 

 After the conflict
 the standing armies of the Houses were at least 
nominally dissolved, the expansion and militarization of 
their guards and security has left each with a still 
significant force, and in their stead the House Militant 
was formed on the model of the council and lord 
governership of the world.  Each House provides a tithe 
of men and equipment to this combined, and 
theoretically neutral army and appoints a general to theoretically neutral army and appoints a general to 
serve as the senior officer of their contribution and 
representative of their interests.  From this military 
council an individual is chosen by mutual consent to act 
as the Marshal of the House Militant and ensure 
coordination and cooperation of House forces during 
military campaigns.  The carefully constructed balance 
of power though now teeters on the brink, four months of power though now teeters on the brink, four months 
ago Alexus VI of Kreva died after a reign of only 17 
years and with no clear successor.  The Council of 
the Great Houses remains locked in 
bitter stalemate, disasters bearing 
the hallmarks of deliberate 
sabotage and covert military 
action occur with steadily action occur with steadily 
increasing frequency, and fears of 
another war of succesion have 
created an atmosphere of paranoia 
and distrust between the Houses.  
Despite the looming conflict 
though day to day life goes on 
much as it has for centuries.much as it has for centuries.
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Customs and Culture
       The proceedings of day to day life on Tennenberg 
can be traced to the culture and personel taste 
imported by the world’s first Lord Governer, coming 
from a military background he structured a strictly 
regimented society where one might rise or fall from 
favor within ones birth caste but only rarely above or 
beyond their inhereted social rank.  At current the 
generally recognized strata are the ruling families of generally recognized strata are the ruling families of 
the Great Houses reffered to as the High Nobility at 
the top.  The Low Nobles are composed of the 
periphery members of the Noble families as well as 
advisors, military leaders, or others favored by the 
High Nobility that have been granted fiefdoms or 
semi autonomous areas to govern, the leadership of 
the Lesser Houses fall into this category as well. the Lesser Houses fall into this category as well.  The 
High and Low Nobility make up roughly 2% of the 
population.  High Managerial positions and wealthy 
private business owners are referred to as the Gentry, 
they are generally extroidinarily wealthy by 
comparison to those below them and educated as well 
as the nobility but lack a proper lineage to pursue 
political goals outside of Housepolitical goals outside of House Astreid, they 
compose roughly 5% of the population.  Below them 
the lay house members make up the largest single 
group on Tennenberg at roughly 68% of the 
population, they are essentially serfs.  Rank and file 
soldiers, craftsmen, manufactorum workers, and 
servants all fall into this class and though the upper 
tiers within it may own land most are permenantly tiers within it may own land most are permenantly 
indebted to members of the Nobility or Gentry.  
Below them are the unhoused, paupers, underhivers, 
and the small enclaves of human life that exist 
outside house authority in the wastes, they are 
considered as vermin by the rest of the population.  
They are condemned to a life of poverty and 
starvation the only escape from which is starvation the only escape from which is 
service in the conscript legions of the House 
Militant, something significant numbers 
willingly vonlunteer for for the gaurentee of 
food and shelter it brings.  

    This prediliction to rigidly organized and fomal 
relationships permeates most aspects of life from the 
family unit, with importance usually being determined 
by seniority, to religious convictions, the Emperor sits 
atop a stratified heirarchy of worlds organised by their 
contributions to his glorious cause with Tennenberg of 
course near the top.  All societies need some form of 
release though and the population ofrelease though and the population of Tennenberg finds 
theirs in the spectacular brutality of blood sports.  
Historically gladitorial games have entertained the 
public and been an expedient way of removing 
criminals and political adversaries from society, their 
cost and their perception as old fashioned in some hives 
has seen a recession in their a popularity over the 
past century though by and lapast century though by and large they are still seen 
as part of the world’s cutlural heritage and still take 
place on most major holidays.  In there stead 
animal fights, mostly using sand skitters 
(small reptile like organisms taken from the 
biosphere that exists around the world’s 
northern pole) have steadily gained popularity.  
Gambling, drinking, and all forms of excess Gambling, drinking, and all forms of excess 
generally accompany both types of games.  
For those of more delicate taste the Nobility 
and Gentry the world over 
have a love for extravagant 
theatre productions, currently 
dramas depicting the history 
ofof Tennenberg and famous 
battles fought by the greater 
Imperium make up the 
bulk of the presentations.



Edge of the Expanse
From just inside the expanse on one of its few 
civilized worlds the Lord Theot, William Heltz 
Tennenberg has sent summons to the players in search 
of allies in his bid for power.   They should recieve 
the following message via astropathic transmition 
“Honorned Shipmaster _____ of the great vessel “Honorned Shipmaster _____ of the great vessel 
______ it is a joy that I should have occasion to do 
business with one so esteemed as yourself.  I implore 
you to meet me at your earliest possible convenience 
at the capital of my most noble House Theot on the 
world of Tenneberg so that we may discuss a 
proposition that would be enormously beneficial to 
the both of us.  I eagerly await your response and the both of us.  I eagerly await your response and 
hopefully your arrival.”

NPC: The Lord Theot
Standing nearly two meters tall William Heltz 
Tennenberg is an imposing figure clad in a 
ceremonial breastplate and seemingly constanty 
chomping on a fat cigar.  He has ruled his house for 
more than four decades now, following in the 
traditional values that have kept it stable and 
successful.  Strict adhearence to the Imperial Creed, 
the caste system ofthe caste system of Tennenberg, and ensuring 
undisputed rule of his word within the House Theot’s 
domain.  This is not to say that he is uncreative or 
inflexable though, his politics are simply a 
continuation of successful policies and the following 
of tradition something he will be happy to drop if he 
stands to gain from doing so.  Machiavellian in rule, 
and strictly formal in court, when interacting with the and strictly formal in court, when interacting with the 
players in a private setting he should come off as 
cordial and casual, the sort of man that will laugh and 
joke while arranging the murder of his enemies over 
a glass of wine.  

Further Contact
If your rogue trader is particularly suspicious, 
methodicaly, or just curious and inquires further as to 
to the nature of the work before accepting the job  
Theot will provide as much as is necessary to secure 
their alliance but only just.  The sensitive nature of 
his proffered deal should make him reluctant to 
discuss its details without the players loyalty first 
secured.  secured.  

Touch Down
When the players arrive in orbit they should be given When the players arrive in orbit they should be given 
coordinates for a landing pad on the spire of Hive 
Theot, a transport craft should be provided if they lack 
one.  “As your craft slips into the Atmosphere of 
Tennenberg you see the indistinct smears of yellows and 
black visibile from orbit begin to resolve into forms, 
pinnacles of rock distinguish themselves from their 
shadows and enormous slowly shifting dunes emeshadows and enormous slowly shifting dunes emerge 
from the seemingly endless expanse of sand beneath 
you.  Closing on your destination a dizzyingly tall cliff 
face comes into view and perched atop it the monolithic 
form of a hive city looms.  Your craft jerks unsettlingly 
as you pass through the rising currents at the edge of the 
cliff  before dipping over the pointed roofs and 
crenulated walls of Hivecrenulated walls of Hive Theot, slowing your engines 
you touch down on a landing pad near the top of the 
hive's central spire.  Before the exit ramp from your 
craft has even finished lowering you can see two 
columns of men dressed in all the panoply of their 
world and house marching out to meet you.  A parade of 
Polished black flack plates and elborately slashed and 
decorated coats bulging out from joints, the vanguards decorated coats bulging out from joints, the vanguards 

of the two column carry 
polehammers the rest long 
swords kept sheathed on 
their right hips. 
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“A hook nosed man in the center of the formations 
speaks.  "Honored Lords of the Great Vessel _____ , 
most gracious and prompt in answering our summons 
I extend warm welcome to you on behalf of the 
House of Theot, please allow me to take you to my 
master, he is eager to meet you in person."” 

 “ “With your approval the columns of guards form a 
ring around you adjusting their march to your pace.  
You are accompanied by this retinue through a series 
of enormous hallways, vaulted cielings towering 
nearly three stories into the air above you.  House 
staff and dignitaries mill about around you and black 
winged cherubs flit about in the air above, some seem 
to be following you. to be following you.  You eventually reach a Large 
gilded archway and the guards break away and take 
up position on either side of the portal before 
snapping to salute.  The hook nosed man leads you on 
into a large octagonal room with severl figures 
clusted around a desk at its far side in front of an 
enormous circular window of stained glass.  You step 
into the private ointo the private office of the Lord Theot.”   

Meeting the Lord
This event should be suitably awe inspiring, the hook 
nosed man should introduce your players in gracious 
terms and then await for them to address the lord and 
his advisors.  If they address him in a gracious and 
formal manner, he should thank them for their 
kindness, if they are blunt and direct, he should laugh 
and be amused by a group “not forced to navigate the 
labyrinth of courtly posturing.”  In either case he will labyrinth of courtly posturing.”  In either case he will 
now outline in no uncertain terms his deal.  He wants 
the throne of the Lord Governer and needs the players 
to aquire backers for his candidacy and to 
“invalidate” his two primary rivals, the Lord Hilde 
and the Lord Valkena.  Be sure to reinforce that this 
does not necessarily mean killing them, crippingling 
their backing should be a valid option as well.  It their backing should be a valid option as well.  It 
should also be noted that the other houses have not 
put forth a valid candidate or lack the backing for a 
serious attempt at the throne.  To hammaer out a deal 
the Lord Theot will promise the wealth and favor of 
the world once he leads it, he should introduce the 
players to the Lord Salazar.  Master of Theot’s 
CherubCherub Aviary and its intelligence abgencies Salazar 
should introduce himself as an equal. 
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What’s in a Name
One of many examples of the formality that governs One of many examples of the formality that governs 
Tennenberg culture are the rules for adressing others.  
When adressing a superior a speaker should always 
speak their full title before their surname, in the case of 
a particularly large gap or as a show of extreme 
politeness a speaker may adress them with only their 
title so not as to sully the individuals name with their 
own low status. own low status.  Two Individuals on equal footing may 
adress one another by their titles and full name at the 
start of a conversation and depending on level of 
familiarity afterwards abbreviate the title or wholly 
drop it.  To adress one below their own status a speaker 
typically does not acknowledge the lessers title and 
only uses their full name if it is necessary to deliniate 
which individual of similar name to another they are which individual of similar name to another they are 
adressing in a crowd.  Depending on how they adress 
the Lord Theot the players should be made aware of 
these rules, and from this point on should consider them 
when interacting with npcs.  Lay people adressed 
politely should act surprised while nobles not adressed 
properly should take insult.  



NPC: The Lord Salazar
  Where as Theot is pleasant and amenable Salazar 
should be curt and hurried.  A lesser noble sworn 
fealty to Theot he is the master of Theot’s cherub 
aviary and intelligence operations, and will be the 
primary contact and advisor to the players for the 
duration of the adventure.  He has lost the use of his 
right eye, scarring makes this obvious, and if asked 
about it will reply “My pets serve far more admirably about it will reply “My pets serve far more admirably 
than any augmetic could.”
 Should the players ever find themselves lacking 
direction, a timely missive delivered by cherub from 
Salazar may be an appropriate way to give them 
clues.  Alternatively, he may gift them with a set of 
cherubs to use as a way to contact him at any time. 

Our Current Disposition
“Our station is not unfavorable, we lack the military “Our station is not unfavorable, we lack the military 
assets of Hilde and the popularity of Valkena but we 
stand in a position to gain the backing of greater 
Imperial organizations.  I have prepared a dossier that 
will give you an overview of the powers that be here on 
Tennenberg, and will answer as best I can further 
inquiries.”   
  Lord Salazar should be able to answer any question 
pertaining to information about Tennenberg as 
presented on pages I and II and the list of factions and 
locations on pages XV to XIX.  Because the volume of 
information present he should provide a summary of the 
three factions mentioned so far, House Theot, Hilde, 
and Valkena, then allow the players to ask further 
questions if they desire.  questions if they desire.  

I Would Recommend  
“We should gather backers from greater Imperial 
institutions first, they will not have such a personal 
stake in the matter of succession making them easier to 
persaude, and will strengthen are position in later 
negotiations.  In particular the House Theot has always 
kept good relations with the Ecclesiarchy, some favor to 
confirm our loyalty to the creed should be enough for 
them to publicly side with us.  Gaining the backing of them to publicly side with us.  Gaining the backing of 
the Adeptus Mechanicus would also be a major victory 
for us given their presence in Tennenbergs industry.  
Lastly, I would recommend discretion when discussing 
your allegiance to us, certain bodies may shut you out if 
they bcome aware of it. ”

Endeavour: Theot’s Reign
 The player’s task should now be clear, their objectives 
will be divided into three acts with a total target of 1500 
achievement points to secure a favorable enough 
position for the Lord Theot to sieze power from.  Upon 
completion they should recieve a base of +7 to their 
profit factor to represent the favors and wealth afforded 
to them by the new Lord Governer of Tennenberg, as 
well as the standard +1 per 100 excess achievements well as the standard +1 per 100 excess achievements 
points earned.  
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The First Act
Allies of Faith
If the players choose to follow SalazaIf the players choose to follow Salazar’s advice, 
gaining the aid of the Ecclesiarchy should be a 
straightforward task .  Whether they choose to track 
down a church official and directly ask for their 
backing, or choose a more subtle approach of finding 
what sort of service they may offer first a routine 
(+20) charm or inquiry check should reveal an 
ongoing dispute between the orthodox Cardinal ongoing dispute between the orthodox Cardinal 
Ossen, and an apparently radically leaning Father 
Stawon Holtshelm.  Further questioning should reveal 
that the Cardinal wants Holtshelm sacked, at the very 
least, but that the Father holds the favor, and 
accompanying protection, of the minor noble Lady 
Celestatia.  If the players will agree to ensure that this 
man ceases to preach, the Ecclesiarchy will back man ceases to preach, the Ecclesiarchy will back 
House Theot. 

Objective: Silence the 
Dissident 

Causing an end to Holtsmen’s preaching on 
Tennenberg by whatever means the player see fit will 
win them the Ecclesiarchy’s favor. 
Traits: Creed
 Achievement points: +100

Hunting Holtshelm
Representative of the Ecclesiarchy will be able to Representative of the Ecclesiarchy will be able to 
point the players to the chapel from which Holtshelm 
preaches and another routine (+20) inquiry check will 
reveal he also delivers sermons in a public square, 
both locations are located in the upper levels of Hive 
Theot.  If they listen to one of his sermons he should 
speak of the adventure of spreading the Emporer’s 
glorious word amongst the stars.  Murdering or glorious word amongst the stars.  Murdering or 
Kidnapping the man will fulfill the objective, if they 
choose to speak with him first though and they reveal 
they are rogue traders he should express a desire to 
join them.  Removing him from the planet in this way 
shold also be considered a success.
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NPC: Stawon Holtshelm
AA youthful and fiery preacher Father Holtshelm, 
though somewhat radical in his beliefs, cares 
profoundly for the needs of his flock.  He should seem 
eager and self confident in his cuase when speaking to 
crowds or with the players.  If they take him aboard 
their ship and allow him to preach there skill should 
endear him to all but the most puritanical crew 
members, the players may add +2 to ship morale so members, the players may add +2 to ship morale so 
long as he is aboard the vessel.  Any interaction with 
an orthodox member of the Ecclesiarchy or Inquisition 
who becomes aware of his teachings and presence 
though should become an additional degree harder. 
“Oh brave new worlds that I may yet see

Favored by the Mechanicus
The Machine Cult though not directly involved in the 
Politics of Tennenberg is still enormously influential 
on the world.  They are the primary consumer of 
Tennenberg’s mineral exports, and hold power to grant 
or refuse the warrents that allow the Houses to  
manufactur goods and machinery.  The Lord Salazar 
should offer the players the following advice “We 
know little of their current motives but over the past know little of their current motives but over the past 
month a Magos Uriel has repeatedly petitioned the 
Council of the Great Houses for resources to mount an 
expedition further into the Koronus expanse.  Thus far 
no one has answered his call.  You should be able to 
track him down in the Machine Cult’s Enclave in Hive 
Koenrich, might I suggest you bring him some token of 
good will as well to ease negotiations? good will as well to ease negotiations?  The Grand 
Bazzare of Hive Astreid should have somehing 
appropriate I’m sure if you do not already.”  At this 
point, he should brief the players on factions if needed.

Travel on Tennenberg
 Travel between the hives of Tennenberg relies on a 
spiderweb network of rail lines, Koenrich sitting at its 
center.  Ordinary tickets should be considered to be of 
common rarity, a private car should be rare.  The trains 
themselves are armored and carry several heavy stubber 
turrets to ward off attacks by raiders in the wastes.
  



NPC: Magos Uriel
The magos should seem as cold and aloof as would The magos should seem as cold and aloof as would 
befit a member of his order, if the players make some 
effort to adress him following the rules of Tennenberg 
culture he should comment on the inefficiency of 
such wordgames.  He should not be a wholely 
emotionless automaton though and should betray 
some sense of excitement over his disovery.

The Mechanicum EnclaveThe Mechanicum Enclave
The machine cults seat of power should be described The machine cults seat of power should be described 
a seemingly cobbled together combination of a 
library, manufactorum, and temple.  Cult members 
chant prayers to machines placed on raised daises, 
mechwrites herd servitors about, and massive 
cogitator units hold records of warrents and copies of                       
schematics for use by the Houses. 

 The players should be greated by a servitor stationed 
on a dais just inside the entrance that inquires as to the 
reason for their visit.  If they have procured a gift, the 
Magos Uriel should be prompt and receptive in meeting 
them, if not he should be suspicious of how they are 
aware of his petition.  In either case he should 
eventually explain that through his study of ancient 
texts he believes he has located a lost mechanicum texts he believes he has located a lost mechanicum 
outpost inside the expanse.  Specifically he has its 
position in relation to three stars and augar readings 
detailing the specific nature of this trio of celestial 
bodies, but unfortunately the names by which they are 
referred to no long appear in Imperial records.

Objective: Lost Technology
 Locate and salvage the lost Mechanicus outpost to 
gain the backing of the Adeptus Mechanicus.  Any 
surviving records or technology would be of value.  
Traits: Exploration
Achievement points: +400 if they return the Arcanum 
Chronometer, +250 otherwise. 

Locating  the Base
This will be the first challenge, Magos Uriel will This will be the first challenge, Magos Uriel will 
provide the auger data for the stars by which the players 
can triangulate the bases position, they may attempt to 
use this data in several ways.  
  There is a Chance that they have encountered one or 
more of the stars on their own journies in the expanse, 
they may undertake a punishing (-50) navigation check 
to review the records of their own ship to try to reveal 
their location.  
  If they find their own records lacking checking a 
larger database such as that of a more senior rogue 
trader, or an administratum record house, would require 
an acquisition test of a rare object, to represent the 
necessary trade or bribes needed to do so, but would 
only require a difficult (-10) inquiry test to indentify the 
stars.    
  They may also attempt a taxing exploration challange, 
requiring 6 degrees of succees using astromancy, logic, 
navigation, and or inquiry to use a combination of 
records and their ships instrument to track down the 
stars.  
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Something Awry
Once they have succesfully located the base in an Once they have succesfully located the base in an 
unnamed system near the Accursed Demense the 
players should have to undertake the normal 
procedures for warp travel to reach its location.  They 
will find a mostly barren starsystem populated by two 
rocky inner worlds lacking atmosphers and a large 
gas giant occupying a long distance orbit.  From a 
distance a challenging (+0) scrutiny+detection check distance a challenging (+0) scrutiny+detection check 
will reveal an ancient nav beacon emanating from a 
station near the gas giant, if the players close on the 
planet retrying this test should become easier as they 
near it.  When they succeed read the following “Your 
augar array finally achieves lock an a sizable space 
station in orbit around the gas giant, a flat cylindrical 
body from which booms and gantries extend like body from which booms and gantries extend like 
broken limbs, as the image further resolves on your 
cogitators’ screens, something moves....”

Sir! Ork Raiders!
Some pirate band of the foul creatures have taken up 
refuge in the structure and have sortied their vessels 
against the players approach!  Depending on the 
effectiveness of their ship an appropriate number of 
Onslaught Ork Raiders, Rogue Trader Core Rulebook 
page 209, should attack the players, though no more 
than one should be considered to have stowage bays.  
Once this combat has been resolved taking the station Once this combat has been resolved taking the station 
should be treated as a boarding action as detailed on 
page 215 of the core rule book.  Most of the orks 
debarked to join the attack on the player’s vessel, 
what self respecting ork would wait around after all, 
so treat the station as having a population of 50, a 
moral of 100, and a commander with an effective 
skill of 55.  If the players choose to personally take skill of 55.  If the players choose to personally take 
part in storming the station they should encounter 
groups of 3 or 4 Ork Freebooters whose profiles can 
be found on page 377 of the core book.  Near the 
heart of the station they will find the Ork Leader, a 
Big Mek, see page XIX of this adventure, 
accompanied by two more Freebooters.

Picking Up the Pieces
The orks have cannibalized much of the station but 
not all is lost, investigating after the battle should 
reveal several still functional cogitator units and a 
sealed blast door that the orks, despite their best 
efforts where unable to breach.  A player

may make a difficult Tech Use test (-10), or a 
challenging (+0) one if they possess the secret tongue 
tech skill to overcome the security systems governing 
the door.  
  “Locking columns retract with metalic thuds and then 
with a hiss of steam the uper and lower jaws of the 
door split and retract.  Inside is a small circular 
chamber housing banks of cogitators along its walls, 
the skeletal, or more accurately augmetic remains of a 
tech priest lie in a pile of dust that might have once 
been his organics or robes.  In the center of the room 
illuminated in a pillar of light sits a small box shaped illuminated in a pillar of light sits a small box shaped 
device with a clock set into one face and power and 
data couplings extending from the others.”  

The Arcanum Chronometer
 A device of unimaginable rarity it should be a 
significant challenge to the player to identify it.  
Supposedly designed by an Arch Magos Temporal the 
device is able to interpret the time dialating effects of 
the warp during transit through it to an accuracy of 
within 20 minutes.  If properly attached to a ship’s 
bridge cogitators, the device will grant a navigator +20 
to his stage 4 navigation test without taking up to his stage 4 navigation test without taking up 
significant enough room or power to count against a 
ship’s totals.  The Device should be considered to be of 
Unique rarity, very few having ever been built.  The 
Archmagos, obsessed with perfection, eventually went 
mad after more than two centuries of work did not live 
up to his standards.

A Gift Most Generous
The players may decide whether or not to hand over The players may decide whether or not to hand over 
the Chronomer or only the recovered cogitators when 
they return to Tennenberg, with the reward of 
achievement points varying as stated earlier.  In game 
Terms this will be the difference between pleasing 
Uriel and the local Mechanicus, enlisting them as 
backers, and pleasing the mechanicus as a whole, 
netting you enough sway to request that favorable netting you enough sway to request that favorable 
warrents of production be pulled from Hilde and 
Valkena, damaging their bids for the Throne.  If they 
do turn in the device, Uriel will an appropriately long 
time later gift an attempted copy to the players though 
this one will only be accurate enough to provide a +5 
bonus to tests. 
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Second Act
 

A Great Victory
The LordThe Lord Theot’s voice echoes loudly in his 
office“You have done better than I could have hoped 
my friends.  Continue like this and from my throne I  
will let you fill your holds to bursting with the wealth 
of this world !”  “Assuming you all wish to continue 
to aid us”, Salazar begins, “our next course of action 
will be alongside and against organizations of this 
world.” world.”  At this point Salazar should brief the player 
on factions they are not yet familiar with and offer 
important details about ones already discussed if they 
have not yet been mentioned.

A Note to the GM
 The introduction and first act were designed to give 
players time to get a feel for parts of Tennenberg and 
gain a sense of diretion,  this section contains several 
fleshed out possible courses of action but this point 
would be a good time to let your players influence 
the progression of the adventure to a greater extent.  
Have Salazar or Theot ask them how they would 
procede and see what sort of schemes they concoct to procede and see what sort of schemes they concoct to 
gather the favor of or undermine the other Houses 
and organizations of Tennenberg.  See if the courses 
presented here can be adapted or incorporated into 
their ideas, or at the very least played out to give you 
time to develop outcomes for what they wish to do.

“Unless You Have Ideas 
 I would recommend pursuing courses of action to 
bring as many of the other houses to our side as 
possible.  Even if you alienate some along the way 
they will be divided between our two opponents 
while we amass a strong base to ourselves.”

On Our Stomachs
“If we are to defeat our enemies either by political or “If we are to defeat our enemies either by political or 
military force, we must have atleast the threat of a 
viable army and to that end we to ensure or food 
supply.  House Kreva and House Bern have long  

competed to be the primary food supplier to Tennenberg 
and enlisting the aid of one would ensure that our army 
is able to march forth.  The Lord Bern is a veteran 
politician and one committed to nuetrality in this 
conflict, he would be hard to sway to our cause.  The 
Lady Kreva however has already sought to play the 
importance of her House’s services to her gain, she may 
be easier to persuade.”  be easier to persuade.”  

To Aid Kreva
The Krevan’s must ship their products from Gul to 
Tennenberg significantly increasing their cost, and 
giving Bern enough breathing space to cover the 
expenses of artifically growing food.  Bern however has 
to rely on its existing infrastructure to support business 
as the cost of building new facilities would take decades 
to pay off with their relatively thin profit margin.  The 
Lady Kreva if contacted by the players should be Lady Kreva if contacted by the players should be 
receptive to the idea of aiding Theot, if Theot will 
sabotage Bern.
 

Objective: Industrial 
Sabotage

  Kreva may be brought into the fold by attacking 
assets of House Bern.  Kreva will indicate a powerplant 
that if destroyed would cripple Bern’s production 
capabilities and will provide three militarized Brass 
Fools to the players for a covert strike on the structure.  
Traits: Military
Achievement Points: +300

The PowerplantThe Powerplant
AA massive converted starship reactor set deep inside 
Hive Bern is the player’s target and they are tasked with 
destroying or disabling it.  That should be the easy part, 
charges set on coolant tanks, its core wall, or its 
magnetic containment system will all cause a 
catastrophic failure.  Alternatively a difficult (-10) tech 
use check against a command console could be used to 
over ride automatic procedures and set the reactor to over ride automatic procedures and set the reactor to 
catastrophically overload.

Gaining Entrance
The greater challenge will be gaining entrance to the 
facility, access to which is restricted to authorized 
House Bern Personel and the Adeptus Mechanicus.IX



 A player may try to bluff their way in by means of a 
very hard (-30) deceive check against the reactor’s 
overseer, use the navy officer profile on page 373 of 
the core book for his stats, that player may add +10 to 
their check if they have a member of the Adeptus 
Mechanicus in their party, +10 if they and their party 
are properly disguised, and +20 if they have forged 
paperwork of suitable qualitpaperwork of suitable quality.
 Alternatively an examination of the facility’s layout 
and a routine (+10) common lore tech will reveal that 
it has emergency discharge systems that most likely 
vent into the Labyrinth, a network of caves that run 
underneath parts of the Hive.  These caves can be 
accessed from both the underhive and in the wastes 
outside the Hive.  

The LabyrinthThe Labyrinth
Navigating the labyrinth should be an exploration Navigating the labyrinth should be an exploration 
challenge requiring 3 degrees of success using 
navigation, logic, awareness or tracking.  Additionally 
environment hazards should impede progress.  Total 
darkness, toxic air, industrial waste pools, and if you 
desire to add a combat encounter a roving band of 
mutants should all have to be overcome. The air and 
pools may be represented as being struck by a toxic pools may be represented as being struck by a toxic 
weapon that inflicted 1 to 5 points of damage 
depending on severity of contact, mitigated 
accordingly if the player is wearing appropriate 
hazard gear.  If you wish to add additional challenges 
consider awareness check to notice steep inclines in 
the gloom and dodge checks to avoid falling rocks.

Inside   
Once inside reactor personel should use the stats of Once inside reactor personel should use the stats of 
adepts, page 370, for any deceive, blather, slieght of 
hand, etc checks the players attempt to make while 
sabotaging the facility.  If they are detected security 
forces and the Reactor’s Overseer will attack them.  
Treat security personel as Hired Guns, page 370, 
armed with shotguns and the Overseer as described 
earlier though he will now be joined by two Combat earlier though he will now be joined by two Combat 
Servitors, page 375, equiped with heavy bolters and 
shock gloves.  

X

Fool Me Once 
  The Brass Fools supplied to aid this mission should 
be ued as described on page XX of this adventure 
except that their programming has been modified to 
attack enemy combattants and their weapons have been 
replaced with chainswords, mono knives, and shields.  
The Fools Should need two hands to wield the swords 
but may use the knives and shields normally.  Whether 
Kreva will allow the players to keep the Fools after the Kreva will allow the players to keep the Fools after the 
mission or will have programmed them to return should 
be your choice as the GM.

Escape
Depending on how successful the player have been they 
may simply be able to walk out of the facility 
unimpeded, if not the Labyrinth may be used as 
effectively as a point of egress as it was as an entrance.  
Alternatively the players may escape in the chaos 
caused by either their shootout with security or the 
impending overload of the reactor, if they flee into the 
surrounding Hive, they should be able to lasurrounding Hive, they should be able to largely avoid 
detection by blending into the press of humanity around 
them.  
 
      

 



Young Blood
“The younger Houses Solut and Astreid have the most 
to gain and lose in another succession war whether or 
not they take the throne, just surviving it would 
legitimize their own foundation and perhaps provide a 
springboard to higher aspirations.”

Superior DesignsSuperior Designs 
House Solut never achieved the wealth or stability of House Solut never achieved the wealth or stability of 
Astreid and has long battled to be viewed as a 
legitimate power among the other Houses.  Often 
times excluded from significant trade with the others 
it has had to become a jack of all trades, mining, 
refining and constructing itself from the ground up.  
It now sits at a crossroads though, with the ability to 
mine its own resources and the manufactorums in mine its own resources and the manufactorums in 
place to produce goods, all it lacks are the warrants 
and schema needed to manufacture items of 
noteworthy quality.

Objective: Favor for a 
Favor

 The Baron Solut will back Theot, if the players can 
procure the proper warrents and schema from the 
Mechanicus.  How they obtain them, he’s less 
interested in.
Traits: Trade
Achievement Points +150

Obtaining the Warrants
An easy task for the players if they returned the An easy task for the players if they returned the 
Aracnum Chronometer from the “Lost Technology” 
Objective, or opt to do so now, the Mechanicus will 
be happy to hand over the requested warrents and 
schema.
  If not, providing a proper investmest to the Lord 
Solut to legitimately purchase the warrants will cost 
the players -1 to their profit factor.
  Lastly, stealing the schema from the Mechanicum 
Enclave and offering to personally deal in the illicitly 
produced goods that result, or finding some other 
black market to take them will please the Baron 
Solut just as much.  

Shady Business
The HouseThe House Astreid has built itself on trade and its 
markets carry a reputation for selling anything a person 
could desire, legal or not.  This has more than once 
drawn the attention of the Inquisition and caused 
serious problems for Astreid’s rulers.  If the players 
approach a member of the Parliment or the House’s 
Plenipotentiary about siding with Theot they should 
ofoffer their allegiance in exchange for rooting out a 
particular arms dealer from their Hive.

Objective: Underhive Sting
 Locate and kill Xavier Mettson in Hive Astreid’s 
depths and dismantle as much of his organization and 
stock as possible.  
Traits: Criminal
Achievement Points: +200

Finding an In
Xavier is a cunning and paranoid man, and should not Xavier is a cunning and paranoid man, and should not 
be easy to find except through his trusted agents.  The 
players first task should be to track down a street level 
seller or a gang member who deals in Xavier’s products.  
A challenging (+0) inquiry check or a player asking 
around in the right places, back alley arms shops, sand 
skitter gambling dens, underhive taverns etc should be 
able to track down one of these individuals. able to track down one of these individuals.  Any player 
with a criminal background should recieve a +10 to the 
check or have an appropriately easier time getting a 
dealer to identify himself.  Once they have this contact 
flashing some money or exotic armament and 
expressing an interest in business may net them a 
meeting with Xavier.

A Meeting in the Underhive
XavieXavier, once convinced that the players have some 
business to do with him, will arrange for them to be 
brought to a hab block he has taken over in the depths 
of Hive Astreid.  Xavier should use the profile of a 
Voidfarer Captain, page 373 of the core book, and keep 
a muntant outcast, page 372 with the brute mutation, 
bulging bicept talent, heavy weapon (SP) training, and a 
heavy stubber as a body guard.     heavy stubber as a body guard.     
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If attacked, Xavier should try to flee while his 
bodyguard and underlings represented by Hired Guns 
and Scum, page 370, attack the players.  When 
cornered he should offer the following deal for his 
life, “You let me out of here, I’ll dissapear for 
however long you want and let you take whatever you 
want.”  If the players accept this deal he will give 
them the location of his stash, worth +1 profit factor them the location of his stash, worth +1 profit factor 
and possibly containing a few items of note for the 
players to take at your discretion.  Either way the 
objective should be considered completed.

Fly my Pets
At some point during their efforts Salazar should 
contact the players.  “My resources are growing 
increasingly strained and I can no longer moniter all 
the important fronts in our efforts, I suggest striking 
the greatest blow you can against either Hilde or 
Valkena so that I may focus my efforts on the other.”  
This is another good oportunity to allow the players 
to set their own course, if not Salazar should suggest to set their own course, if not Salazar should suggest 
striking at the rail lines used by Valkena

Steel Leviathans
House Valkena’s most lucrative contracts lie with its 
production of munitions, much of which are sold 
offworld.  Valkena lacks its own orbital facilities 
however and so must first ship its goods by rail to 
Hive Koenrich where they can efficiently be moved 
into orbit. 

Objective: Derailed
  Sabotage the eleven major rail lines between Hive 
Valkena and Hive Koenrich, additional points may be 
earned by looting the trains, or blaming another, 
opposing house for the incident.
Traits: Military
Achievement Points: +200
Looting: +100 additional
Framing an Opponent: +100Framing an Opponent: +100 Additional

Large Targets
Destorying the rails should be a straightforward 
matter, planting explosive on the tracks, or attacking 
munition carrying trains, causing them to detonate 

awill be more than sufficient, and if properly equipped 
the player’s crew should be able to aid them so that they 
don’t need to personally destory each rail line.
  Looting the trains will require more organization, the 
players will need to find a way to stop them without 
destroying them and have vehicles on hand to cart off 
choice munitions.  If you wish to play this out as a 
combat scenario stats for the trains can be found on 
page XX of this adventure, and should follow the rules 
for vehicles as described in Into the Storm.
  Blaming another house will take some creativity, read 
the following suggestions and if your players pursue 
this goal carefully conider whether their actions should 
be deemed successful.  
  Using stolen arms and uniforms from another House  
 and leaving behind evidence including these in the   
 attacks.  Procuring these items should be a minor    
 objective onto itself.  
  Using the military cipher of another house during the 
  attack, it should be a difficult (-10) inquiry check to   
 discover what sort of cant they use, and a player able  
 to speak secret tongue military should be required to  
 make this convincing. 
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The Lord’s Gambit
Salazar should contact the players.  “Salazar should contact the players.  “Your efforts 
against Valkena appear to have been quite successful, 
at the least they have bought us time,  that we may 
desperately need.  My pets have managed to intercept 
a message regarding House Hilde that demands our 
immediate attention.  The Lord Hilde is massing his 
forces and plans to launch a surprise attack against 
strategic positions acrossstrategic positions across Tennenberg but a few days 
from now, in particular he has laid his sights on 
Koenrich in hopes of cutting off his adverseries from 
access to its orbital facilities and starving many of 
them into submission.  This will leave his armies free 
to sweep through the rest.  If we hurry we may be 
able to give the House Militant enough forewarning 
to repel his eto repel his efforts and let him damn himself!”

NPC: Marshal Goeslar 
 The Marshal of the House Militant should seem a 
stressed and paranoid man.  He has proven an 
effective leader in the past but now finds himself at 
the head of an army that owes its allegiance to others.  
He has made every pratical effort to contain the 
current crisis but has since reached his breaking point  
Consider this when he speaks with the players. 

Meeting the MarshalMeeting the Marshal
“I have arranged for you to meet the Marshal and 
bring this information to him, as you are not directly 
related to any of the Houses here I hope your 
percieved nuetrality will add credibility to our claim.”
Unfortunately Salazar has mistepped this time, Unfortunately Salazar has mistepped this time, 
Goeslar should hear the players out but ultimately 
refuse them aid.  “I have neither the resources nor 
reason to act pre-emptively on what you have 
presented, I am not so naive to think you are not 
trying to play me to some end here and I will not 
ignite the second Succession War myself.”  He should 
be firm in this stance, when he conclude the meeting be firm in this stance, when he conclude the meeting 
however as he leaves the room, one of his Dead Hand 
bodyguards should whisper to a player “Our barracks 
in the spire, 11’oclock tonight.”

 

NPCs: Saule and Lucretia
The rightly feared leaders of the Dead Hand The rightly feared leaders of the Dead Hand 
complement one another well.  Saule is calculating, 
cool, and an excellent long term planer.  Lucretia is 
quick witted, adaptable, and inspiring to those around 
her.  They should seem well informed of the current 
going ons and perhaps a bit too comfortable with them.

What We Stand to Gain
When they arrive at the barracks, two Dead Handers When they arrive at the barracks, two Dead Handers 
should hurry the players inside as quickly as possible.  
The two leaders of the organization will be waiting 
seated at a table with chairs for the players set on the 
opposite side.  They should discuss in depth with the 
players the current situtaion and the Lord Hilde’s plan 
“We are aware of what he intends to do but Goeslar 
refuses to act in anything but a defensive measure.”  refuses to act in anything but a defensive measure.”  
They should eventually offer the following deal.  “We 
may still act to capitalize on this situation, and have a 
plan to stop this war as soon as it starts, we will do this 
in your lords name on one condition.  When the dust 
settles we want to be declared the scions of a new 
House.

Objective: To Decapitate 
the Beast

  ”I shall gather as large a force of my soldiers as 
possible, and I would ask you to do the same.  We shall 
stand waiting aboard your vessel and when Hilde 
launches his assault we will deploy by aircraft against 
his Hive.  A small first wave should take him by 
surprise and will need to bring down the anti air 
emplacements around his Hive’s spire.  A second shall 
then drop the remainder of our forces and we shall then drop the remainder of our forces and we shall 
storm his palace and execute him.  The ensuing 
confusion should stop his armies in their tracks.  You 
and Theot will be trumpeted as the Heroes of the hour 
and assure his claim to the throne.”
Traits: Military
Achievement Points + 500
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Epilogue
In the ensuing chaos HildeIn the ensuing chaos Hilde’s forces falter without 
leadership and are subsequently routed by Theot and his 
allies.  Valkena, damaged by the attacks on its rail lines 
and now facing an overwhelming opponent withdrawls 
its claim to the throne.  William the III of Theot is 
crowned as the Lord Governer and happily provides the 
player with their promised rewards.  They are guests of 
honor at his coronation though the nature of their role in honor at his coronation though the nature of their role in 
this affair is largely kept quiet.  Adherence to tradition 
stops the  dismantling of House Hilde and one of the 
late lords nephews is named successor to an empire in 
shambles.  Though not completely destroyed large 
swaths of land from Hilde are siezed by Theot and 
gifted to the former heads of the Dead Hand for their 
critical role in ending the Secondcritical role in ending the Second War of Succession 
before it could begin in earnest.  Where events go from 
here is now entirely up to you and your intrepid band of 
Rogue Traders.  

Zero Hour
AA contingent of Dead Handers lead by Saule and 
Lucretia will join the players aboard their vesseel and 
along with members of the player’s crew and Theot 
militants prepare and wait for Hilde to play his hand.  
He should do so and the plan should play out as 
described.

The First Wave
“The Spire of Hive Hilde looms forth from the “The Spire of Hive Hilde looms forth from the 
darkness, a sandstorm gathers on the horizon, spatters 
of tracer fire and shells lick past your craft and then 
with a jerk and thud you strike the ground and the bay 
doors are thrown open.”  Upon landing the player 
should encounter scattered and suprised pockets of 
Hilde Soldiers, use the House Militant profile on page 
XIX of thisXIX of this Adventure,  the nearest AA site is a squat 
tower not far from there position, once cleared they 
be informed that all units have reported success, the 
second wave is inbound.

Showdown
As the Sandstorm blows in with the player’s 
reinforcements Hilde’s forces mount a counter attack, 
the player’s allies should be caught in fierce fighting.  
Then on the other side of a bridge near the players a 
pair of massive doors should open.  Silhouetted 
against the light from within the massive figure of the 
Lord Hilde, bedecked in power armor and fur cape, 
should stride forth flanked by two militants.  “Theotshould stride forth flanked by two militants.  “Theot’s 
pets?  YOU HAVE DENIED ME WHAT IS MINE 
LONG ENOUGH, I WILL CRUSH YOU LIKE 
EVERY OTHER INSECT THAT HAS STOOD IN 
MY WAY!”

A Note to the GM
 The Battle with Hilde is meant to be the capstone of 
this adventure, and should be both suitably difficult 
and impressive to witness.  Consider punctuating it 
with descriptions of the battle raging between his 
militants and the player allies around them.  Though 
their allies may directly aid them in some way, make 
sure the fight belongs to the players.  At his death 
give the Lord a proper send ogive the Lord a proper send off, perhaps having the 
power supply of his armor detonate in a fire ball, or 
having the final blow send him reeling over the side 
of the bridge into the depths of the Hive below.
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Factions and 
Locales

House and Hive Theot
Currently led byCurrently led by William Heltz Tennenberg, under the 
title of William III of Theot, House Theot is the 
fourth largest house by population and the 3rd 
wealthiest.  Its royal family has established and lead 
the house as the world's primary supplier and 
exporter of raw materials.  Coals, 
prometheo-chemicals, and a variety of metals are sold 
to both other houses and oto both other houses and offworld traders in vast 
quanities.  Historically the Mechanicus has been a 
major buyer and the the royal family has maintained 
close ties with them.  The family itself reamins one of 
the more conservative and orthodox of the Great 
Houses, stressing strict adherence to the imperial 
creed making them popular with most of the 
Ecclesiarchy but along with the poor level of Ecclesiarchy but along with the poor level of 
education of its laborers, even by imperial standards, 
the Hive has been left a cultural backwater.

The second city founded on Tennenberg it still 
functions in its original purpose of funneling 
resources from the surrounding  mines into orbit and 
bringing personel and equipment to the surface.  As 
the city has grown and sprawled outwards to the 
point that it is now considered a hive it has overtaken 
many of the mining and refining operations that were 
once on its border slowly incorporating them into its once on its border slowly incorporating them into its 
own mammoth structure. Some of the Hive’s most 
recognizable features include the enormous Basilica 
of His Radient Glory, the pit, and the Lucian docks in 
geosynchronous orbit above.  The Basilica stands as 
the largest place of worship on Tennenberg and aside 
from serving the spiritual needs of the Hive's 
residents also serves as the administrative center of residents also serves as the administrative center of 
the Ecclesiarchy on the world.  The pit refers to 
almost the entire eastern edge of the hive, when 
Theot was founded it was constructed near a 
continental edge, as it expanded it soon struck this 
cliff face preventing further development eastward 
and forcing the city to sprawl out along it and in a 
few places now small sections overhang the clifew places now small sections overhang the cliff 
creating a view that can only be described as awe 
inspiring.  The Lucian docks despite being  
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separated from Theot by several vertical kilometers are 
considered part of the hive by most, built along with it 
as a place to load and unload goods from interstellar 
transports they have grown just as Theot has.  They now 
handle nearly 20% of commercial traffic for the world, 
mostly composed of the sale of Theot’s mineral 
resources, and can provide extensive repair and refit 
options for vessels, they have received the nickname options for vessels, they have received the nickname 
"Theot's Halo" both from Hive dwellers and ship 
captains alike for their radial structure.  

House and Hive Valkena
The Lord Valkena Luther of Yorke inherited a house 
that had seemingly long since passed its prime, its 
territory and holdings sitting at less than half of what it 
had once controlled.  After a slow beginning however 
his leadership has been the first hope of a revival of  
Valkena's power in more than a century with a steady 
building of inertia behind new industry and 
construction, in particular the negotiation of a warrant construction, in particular the negotiation of a warrant 
from the Mechanicus to produce a variety of munitions 
for the Munitorium has generated a steady and 
significant stream of income.  Grand public spectacles 
payed for with this new found wealth have 
reinvigorated public moral and a general mood of 
optimism has taken root in the Hive.  Those who have 
had the honor to meet the great lord himself though had the honor to meet the great lord himself though 
have nearly all been surprised to find a demure, some 
have even said permenantly sullen or depressed, 
individual with little apparent apptitude for power or 
interest in statecraft.  Given his stunning success his 
opponents have long since become convinced it is a 
calculated ploy that they might underestimate him.  His 
lack of personal charms asside though he has become a lack of personal charms asside though he has become a 
popular candidate for the Lord Governership not for 
force of arms or wealth but the the possibility that he 
could manage to do for the entire world what he has 
achieved for his own house.

Hive Valkena has always been an industrial center and 
though the type of products it has turned out have 
shifted with politics and interstellar trade its 
manufactorums have always been the core of its power.  
Currently the smallest by size and population of the 
capitals of the Great houses it none the less comsumes 
more coal, and promethium than any other to fuel its 
ever churning assembly lines. ever churning assembly lines.  This enormous 
movement of resources in and products out is handled 
by a spider web of rail networks radiating out from the 
hive across the wastes to its mineral suppliers and Hive 



Koenrich where its goods are lifted into orbit for 
tranport to offworld buyers.  The volume of heavy 
industry has left the hive with a reputation of being 
particularly dirty and unhealthy but none the less it 
has become a center for the performing arts on 
Tennenberg.  Its unusually large mid class of 
managers and overseers having the time and wealth, 
and given their gloomy surroundings particularly the and given their gloomy surroundings particularly the 
want, to partake of such distractions.  The Lord 
Valkena has sought to bring this pleasure, and its 
passifying effect, to the masses with the construction 
of an enormous public ampitheatre near the hives 
core, that gives host to both theatrical events, and a 
revival of the grand displays of traditional blood sport 
made all the more spectacular by the Lord's apparent made all the more spectacular by the Lord's apparent 
penchant for exotic, and lethal, xenoforms.

House and Hive Hilde
One of the great inudustrial Houses Hilde's power lies 
in its manufacture of complex machinery.  Whereas 
Valkena has shifted its focus with changing times and 
Solut has become a jack of all trades Hilde has 
remained focused and resolute perfecting the 
assembly lines that turn out engines, generators, and 
the mining equipment so much of the world’s 
industry is based on.industry is based on. The Lord Hilde is an imposing 
figure, broad shouldered and nearly seven feet tall his 
hulking appearance is only further exagerated by his 
custom of wearing a military uniform augmented 
with a heavy fur cloak.  Known for his bombabastic 
speeches and fiery temper he is not a man to be trifled 
with and if his ascent to power is any indication he 
has little compunction about the use of force.  has little compunction about the use of force.  
Heading the the wealthiest and best armed the Major 
Houses at current he by most measures should have 
been the obvious successor to the seat of the Lord 
Governer save for the fact that fate itself seems to 
conspire against him reaching the position.  Scandals 
questioning the legitimacy of his bloodline erupted 
meer days beforemeer days before Alexus's death and gave his 
opponents time to rally and consolodate their 
opposition to his ascension.  His rail lines have 
become the targets of bandit raids in the wastes and 
his exported goods have suffered from repeated acts 
of piracy in the void, udercutting the financial 
stability of his House.  Rebellions have fermented in 
his holdings with little to no warning and several of his holdings with little to no warning and several of 
his key backers have died in a series of unfortunate 
accidents.   His frustration growing daily with the 
course of events it seems only a matter of time before

he will refuse to suffer further setbacks and will resort 
to military action.  

Hive Hilde is an enormous structure mostly sealed oHive Hilde is an enormous structure mostly sealed off 
from outsiders, its outermost layer being the only 
section they have access to and composed mostly of 
merchant houses.  Its interior is a vast complex devoted 
to the production of the equipment, engines, and 
motorized vehicles that have given the house power.  
The production of these goods takes place from start to 
finish within the confines of this closed city from the finish within the confines of this closed city from the 
mining of the raw materials from mineral deposits 
below the hive proper to the final construction of the 
components in massive manufactory enclaves, not a 
hint is given to outsiders as to the methods used. 

House and Hive Kreva
House Kreva stands out from its contemporaries as the 
only House whose major holdings do not lie on 
Tennenberg, rather the habitable moon of Gul is the 
jewel of their empire.  Orbitting Thorn, the innermost 
gas giant in the system, the moon is home to fertile 
soil, large bodies of fresh water and a biosphere 
relatively friendly to human life, the majority of the 
moon has been converterted to agriculture the products moon has been converterted to agriculture the products 
of its fields shipped by Kreva to Tennenberg to feed the 
enormous population.  The relatively young Lady 
Kreva, Bellara Arichet, is a cunning and shrewd 
politician.  She seems well aware of how strategically 
important of an asset her services would be should a 
full scale war erupt and has spent the months since 
Alexus's death courting favorable contracts and treaties Alexus's death courting favorable contracts and treaties 
with the other houses, whether she has any ambition of 
trying to sieze the Lord Governers Throne herself is a 
mystery.  

Hive Kreva is modest in size and appearence compared 
to the other capitals, the majority of it composed of 
store houses and processing plants to handle the mostly 
raw goods shipped in from Gul. Its people  have 
historically adhered to conservative values but Bellara 
has launched a campaign to mondernize and expand 
the sphere of influence of her House.  She has 
established Universities to serve the noblity of established Universities to serve the noblity of 
Tennenberg, assigned a permenant envoy to the 
Mechanicus in hopes of advancing industrial 
capabilities, and attracted a great number of the worlds 
scholar's and writers to take up residence in the hive 
with her openess to new ideas.  In one particularly 
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symbolic move she has condemned the use of humans 
in the traditional gladiatorial games of Tennenberg 
and in her own hive supplanted their use with guadily 
decorated servitors that the have earned the nickname, 
brass fools.  The house maintains a small orbital dock 
above the hive reseverved for recieving transport 
ships from Gul.  

House and Hive BernHouse and Hive Bern
House Bern has built its power on biological industry House Bern has built its power on biological industry 
constructing servitors and supplying vast quantities of 
synthetic nutrients to compete with Kreva's command 
of food supplies.  For those wealthy enough to afford 
them the Hive offers the most advanced medical care, 
juvenant treatments, and bionics avaiable on 
Tennenberg, the famous longevity of its nobility 
standing as testament to the quality of their products.  standing as testament to the quality of their products.  
The last of the previous generation of rulers, the Lord 
Bern Thaddeus Mercadian Tennenberg has ruled his 
house for more than a century.  Respected and 
admired even by his foes he has consistently been a 
voice of moderation and compromise, and has strived 
to keep his House a nuetral party in the current crises. 

A wide sprawling and squat Hive its manufacturing is 
decentralized across its expanse, dotted with storage 
tanks for chemical and biological products, the 
machine shops and artisan guilds responsible for 
producing the mechanical components for servitors 
and bionics and the vat-clusters that grow biological 
frames and components.  The main spire far off 
center near the wester edge of the structure along center near the wester edge of the structure along 
with houseing the Noble family is home to the hives 
famed medical facilities and the scholae specialized 
in training their staff.  Beneath the Hive sits an 
enormous network of natural caves commonly 
known as the Labyrinth.  Officially used as a holding 
area for hazardous wastes produced by the hives 
work rumors abound of failed experiments and work rumors abound of failed experiments and 
political dissidents being disposed of within its 
expanse as well. 

House and Hive Astreid
House Astreid's most notable feature is of course its 
status as the only Great House not commanded from 
a hereditary position.  Led by a parliment of nearly 
one hundred and fifty individuals now its internal

politics are often derided as a morass of backroom 
dealings and ever shifting alliances that according to the 
Noble Houses make it slow to act and an untrustworthy 
ally.  Its economic and military success across the past 
centuries however paint a very different picture.  Since 
its founding it has constructed the largest cluster of 
dockyards and storage houses in orbit around 
TennenbeTennenberg, The Astreid Mercantile Exchange, and has 
used political favors to procure exempt status from 
various tarriffs and taxes on importing and exporting 
goods.  This coupled with a long standing foundation of 
solid trading practices honed prior to its assertion of self 
rule has allowed it to build itself into an economic 
power house via interstellar trade.  In military matters 
their ability to equip their standing forces with high their ability to equip their standing forces with high 
grade and exotic equipment coupled with a history of 
raising mercenary forces seemingly from no where with 
their extensive coffers have often proved decisive 
advantages.  The criticisms laid by the other houses are 
not wholly unfounded though, shifts of power in their 
internal structure, a much more frequent occurance for 
them than any other political force onthem than any other political force on Tennenberg, often 
result in dramatic shifts of their alliances and policies 
on the world stage and with most of their military 
fielded by wealthy individuals rather than the central 
government poor coordination has more than once 
hamstrung their effectiveness.  As plenipotentiary to the 
Council of the Great Houses Sebastian of Nericassa is 
currently the public face ofcurrently the public face of Astreid, possesed of a slight 
form but a sharp wit he is generally well liked at home 
and abroad but is seen as only a mouth piece with little 
actual power by most of Tennenberg's political figures.  

Hive Astreid is a patchwork of trading houses, factories, 
and venues for any kind of entertainmet and distraction 
that money can buy.  Structures built in varied and 
clashing styles from local stone, and imported materials 
alike create a guady maze as intricate and difficult to 
navigate as the political alliances of the parliment, all 
constructed at the whim, and to the personal tastes of 
powerful families and figures within the hive. Many of powerful families and figures within the hive. Many of 
these monuments have long outlived the individuals that 
ordered their creation, retrofitted for some new purpose 
by new owners, others will soon be torn down in an 
ungoing cycle of building and rebuilding.  The only 
permenant features of the hive seem to be its docks in 
orbit above and the grand bazzare at its core.  
Everything from street vendors peddling goods from Everything from street vendors peddling goods from 
handcarts to enormous galleries staffed by hundreds can 
be found in this enormous expanse of free trade.
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House and Hive Solut
House Solut has been subject to some of the most House Solut has been subject to some of the most 
dramatic shifts of power to befall any of the great 
Houses, adhering as strictly to a policy of hereditary 
succession as the Noble Houses but without nearly so 
large a royal line established to draw rulers from 
Solut has seen complete incompetents ascend its 
throne for lack of a better choice, as well as ingenious 
and machiavellian figures who might have been and machiavellian figures who might have been 
sidelined by the politics of a larger family.  Although 
it has achieved a relative stability over the past two 
centuries the trials of its past have driven it towards a 
policy of internal self sufficiency less some new 
contastrophe cost it significant measures of its 
external holdings again.  Vladimer Korusson is the 
current Barron of Solut, a titled retained as a snub to current Barron of Solut, a titled retained as a snub to 
the posturing and courtly procedure of the Noble 
Houses,  and has presided over a slow but steady 
improvment of the House’s economic position, he has 
found few allies in the Council of the Great Houses 
though leaving his ambitions for the Lord 
Governership a fanciful notion.  He is said to be a 
stoic man who is slow to trust, a loyal ally to his stoic man who is slow to trust, a loyal ally to his 
friends, and a patient foe when it comes to taking 
vegeance on his enemies.  He has kept largely in line 
with the prolicies of Mikhail and his other 
predecessors of seeing to a better life for his citizenry 
though this is very much a relative matter.

Hive Solut itself is the youngest of any of the Great 
Houses' capitals but thanks to periods of explosive 
growth seen under its more successful rulers it is by 
no means the smallest.  An unusual design by the 
world’s standards the structures foundations grew 
around and up one of Tennenberg's island plateuas in 
the Tharkolt Drepression, leaving the Hive with a 
spine of naturual stone rather than a grand spire.  spine of naturual stone rather than a grand spire.  
Industry has since mined into and through this natural 
core with hablocks, factories, and businesses filling in 
the tunnels as they grew creating a twisting maze of 
intersecting passages that even by the standards of a 
hive city are an ill planed jumble.  This layout has 
made it a common joke that of all the structures 
rereffered to as hives on the world, it is the most 
appropriately so named, most Solut natives take the 
comment as an insult implying they are vermin.  
Industry in the hive is far more organized than its 
streets though and thanks to the policies of the past 
two centuries the most diversified of any of the Great 
Houses, mining, refining, manufacturing and a 
nascent biological technology enclave put the hive on nascent biological technology enclave put the hive on 
the cusp of the self sufficiency it desperately wants.

Though their products are often not as efficient or 
elegant as those of their more specialized neighboors a 
strong sense of pride amongst its citizenery ensures a 
large internal market for goods and services with 
excess raw materials, much to the chagrin of House 
Theot, making up most of the Hive's exports.  

Hive Koenrich
Hive Koenrich stands as the only Hive on the world Hive Koenrich stands as the only Hive on the world 
that does not belong to one of the Great Houses.  It is 
officially the capitol of Tennenberg and serves as both 
the seat of the Lord Governer and the headquarters of 
the House Militant and more importantly to the politics 
of the world is a nuetral location for the Council of the 
Great Houses to convene.  The hive is composed of a 
central spire housing the ocentral spire housing the offices of the Lord governer 
and enclaves of the various Imperial ministries present 
on the world, including permenant representatives of 
the Munitorium, Administratum, and Mechanicum.  
The hive Proper is divided into 7 "concessions" each 
given by the Lord Governer in his great magnanimity 
to one of the Great Houses to maintain and use as a 
diplomatic center to the other Houses and the greater diplomatic center to the other Houses and the greater 
Imperium.  The Hive's industry goes towards 
sustaining itself and its populace most of whom live 
within one of the concessions and accordingly swear 
fealty to its lord.  A sizable dock in orbit over the hive 
provides service to ambassadorial needs as well as 
acting as a point for the trade for goods of houses not 
possessing their own orbital facilities.possessing their own orbital facilities.

The House Militant
The House Militant has maintained peace on 
Tennenberg for nearly five centuries standing in 
between the Great Houses and preventing anything 
larger than boder skirmishes from manifesting.  
Currently headed by Marshal Konrad Goeslar 
restructuring of deployments over the past few months 
have betrayed his fear of a new war of succession 
breaking out.  Dead Hand units have been recalled to breaking out.  Dead Hand units have been recalled to 
Koenrich and the tithed men of each house have been 
dispersed to posts as far from their homes as possible.  
Commanders with strong ties back to the ruling 
families have been deployed into the waste on 
campaigns agaisnt the notoriously elusive bandit and 
raider enclaves that operate outside house rule.  
Whether this attempt to centralize dependably loyal Whether this attempt to centralize dependably loyal 
forces and to occupy potentially rebellious ones will be 
enough to prevent the Great Houses from ignoring 
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treaty and recalling them to arms in the service of 
their lords remains to be seen.  

The Dead Hand
The Dead Hand is a small independant set of units The Dead Hand is a small independant set of units 
within the House Militant, serving a combination 
role of storm trooper and commissariat duties.  
Members are recruited solely from the conscript 
legions on the following basis.  Firstly that 
individuals resourceful enough to survive and 
distinguish themselves in the suicidal tasks often 
given to conscript divisions show an unusual given to conscript divisions show an unusual 
apptitude for combat.  Secondly that they are 
motivated enough to serve a world that by and large 
despises them with such vigor ensures, with mental 
conditioning, unusual loyalty to their commanders.  
Lastly that they are without ties to the Houses and 
though loyal to their world that they still despise 
their oppressors keeps them all too happy to turn their oppressors keeps them all too happy to turn 
their weapons on their Housed brethren should the 
order be given.  Historically they have been 
deployed as squads attached to the command staff of 
House Units forming their body guard and an 
everpresent reminder of loyalty to the Marshal not 
their house.  Their massing in Koenrich over the past 
month has seen many interpretations. month has seen many interpretations.  The de facto 
heads of the Dead Hand are currently the "Mamzel" 
Lucretia and her immediate subordinate Lieutenant 
Saule Marquebius Lafayette

NPCs
The Big Mek

Movement 3/6/9/18           Wounds:30
Skills: Awareness (Per), Intimidate (s), Tech Use 
+20 (int)
TTalents: Basic Weapon Training (Primitive, SP), 
Bulging Biceps, Common Lore (ork), Crushing 
Blow, Furious Assault, Hardy, Heavy Weapon 
Training (SP), Iron Jaw, Melee Weapon Training 
(Chain, Primitive, Power), Pistol Weapon Training 
Primitive, SP), Speak Language (Ork, Low 

Gothic), True Grit.
Traits: Brutal Charge, Mob Rule, Reistance (Cold, Heat, 
Radiation), Sturdy, Unnatural Toughness x 2).
Armor: Eavy Platin (Body 5, Head 3, Arms 3, Legs 3).
Weapons: Power Klaw (Into the Storm page 144), Ork 
Slugga (Core Book page 128).
Gear: 4d10 ork teeth (”teef”), extra shiny bitz, 3 spare Gear: 4d10 ork teeth (”teef”), extra shiny bitz, 3 spare 
shoota clips, crude vox system and respirator built into 
helmet, Kustum Force Field (functions as a good quality 
refractor field (Into the Storm page 131), though it 
willnot function for non orks

House Militant
The Guards employed by the Houses and the soldiers The Guards employed by the Houses and the soldiers 
tithed by the House Militant, vary little from one 
another in practical terms though each house maintains 
its own particular course of training and equipment.

Movement: 3/6/9/18              Wounds: 14
Skills:Skills:Awareness +10, Common Lore (Imperial Creed, 
Imperium, War, ), Dodge +10, Drive Land Vehicle, 
Intimidate, Speak Language Low Gothic.
Talents: Basic Weapon Training (Universal), Pistol 
Training (Universal), Melee Weapon Training 
(Primitive, Universal), Jaded, Nerves of Steel.
Armor: Flak Plate (3 to all)
Gear: Lasgun orGear: Lasgun or Autogun or Pump-Action Shotgun, 
Stub Automatic, 3 clips or 2 extra set of shells for each 
weapon, Knife, Bayonet (melee attachment), hand vox.

Note: Special and Heavy weapon users, Medics, and 
Officers should adjust this profile as appropriate to their 
use.  

Dead Hand Trooper
The Elite Soldiers ofThe Elite Soldiers of Tennenberg, They are well 
disciplined, effective, and utterly ruthless combatants.  
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Movement: 3/6/9/18           Wounds: 14
Skills:Awareness +10, Climb, Common Lore 
(Imperium, War) Dodge +10, Drive Land Vehicle, 
Intimidate, Speak Language Low Gothic.
TTalents: Basic Weapon Training (Universal), Pistol 
Training (Universal), Melee Weapon Training 
(Primitive, Universal), Fearless, Furious Assault, 
Jaded.
Armor: Carapace (5 to all)
Gear: Hellgun or Pump-Action Shotgun with Gear: Hellgun or Pump-Action Shotgun with 
Amputator Shells, Hell Pistol, 3 clips or 2 extra set of 
shells for each weapon, Sword, Bayonet (melee 
attachment), 1d5 frag grenades, Helmet Vox.

Note: Special and Heavy weapon users, Medics, and 
Officers should adjust this profile as appropriate to 
their use.  

Brass FoolsBrass Fools
Gladiatorial Servitors Build at the request of the Lady 
Kreva, they are often highly decorated and made to 
put on elaborate mock fights with all manner of arms.  

Movement: 3/6/9/18          Wounds: 10
Skills: Acrobatics +10, Awareness +10, Dodge +10.
TTalents: Melee Weapon Training (Primitive, 
Universal), Assassin Strike, Hard Target
Traits: Compact Frame*, Dark sight, Flier 7, In the 
Name of Spectacle**, Machine (4), Size Scrawny
Armor: (Machine) 4 to all
Gear: Inbuilt Vox and Cogitator.

Compact Frame: Designed with ease of transport in Compact Frame: Designed with ease of transport in 
mind.  The servitor may fold and contort intelf into a 
position where it can comfortably fit into a back 
pack, satchel, or hard case.  

In the Name of Spectacle**: Brass Fools are made for In the Name of Spectacle**: Brass Fools are made for 
show and programmed for sparring with each other.  
The weapons they carry should count as improvised 
if ued in actual combat and they will have trouble 
understanding and executing most commands unless 
modified.  
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Armored Trains
The preferred means of long distance transport on 
tenneberg, not as expenive or delicate as aircraft and 
faster and safer than trecking the wastes in a wheeled 
or tracked vehicle.  
Type: Ground Vehicle       Tactical Speed: 15m
Cruising Speed: 45 kphCruising Speed: 45 kph     Manoeuvrability: -20
Structural Integrity 20 (per car), 25 (locomotive)
Size: Massive (a single car or the locomotive is 
enormous)
Armor: Front 24, Side 24, Rear (representing top and 
underside) 17
Crew: Servitor Operator and 1 crewman per turret.
Carrying Capacity: 30 Individuals or roughly 30 tonnes Carrying Capacity: 30 Individuals or roughly 30 tonnes 
of cargo  per car.  
Special Rules:
Rail System: This vehicle is only capable of 
functioning when moving along prelaid tracks, it can 
only deviate from this path in the event of a crash.
Sub-components: Sub-components:  Afull train will be composed of 
mutliple cars pulled by a locomotive, called shots can 
be made to target a specific section.
Availability: Near Unuuiqe for a full train, Very Rare 
for a single car.

The Lord Hilde  

Movement: 3/6/9/18              Wounds: 27
Skills:Skills:Awareness +10, Common Lore (Imperial Creed, 
Imperium, War) Dodge , Deceive +10, Intimidate +10, 
Scholastic Lore (Bureaucracy, Judgement, Legend, 
Tactica Imperialis), Secret Tongue Military, Speak 
Language (Low Gothic, High Gothic).
TTalents: Basic Weapon Training (Universal), Pistol 
Training (Universal), Exotic Weapon Training (Inertial 
Hammer) Melee Weapon Training (Primitive, 
Universal), Berserk Charge, Combat Master, Fearless, 
Iron Jaw, Wall of Steel.
Armor: Light Power Armor (7 to all)
Gear:Gear: Advanced Helmet System (Communications and 
Auto Senses), Good quality Bolt Pistol with two spare 
clips, Inertial Hammer (Into the Storm page 123), 
Power sword.

Note:The Lord Hilde is intended to be challenging 
adjust his stats and equipment if need be to make
sure he is appropriately so to your players.  
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